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dentally 
incorrect

Every Townie smells the same after the first day:  
sunscreen during the day, citronella at night.

Sandals: an acceptable form of footwear anytime, 
anyplace. If you aren’t paying attention, you could 

have confused the sound of applause for the sound a 
mass exodus of 100 dentists in flip-flops made on its 
way to the door.   

The dystopian, collective lie people in Florida 
tell by calling roaches “palmetto bugs,” as though 
it makes it any less terrifying when one of those 
suckers spreads its giant wings, takes flight and tries 
to carry you off the beach. 

You never feel more like a tourist than when the wind 
picks up for a brief moment and you ask a local, “Is there a 
hurricane warning or something?” 

Dr. Howard Farran chasing an alligator across the fairway, 
demanding that it ramp up productivity during more hours of 
the day—not just when the sun is shining. 

Regardless of where you are—whether the middle of the 
exhibit hall or 40 floors up in the privacy of your hotel room—

you’ll hear a frog croaking. They’re everywhere! (There’s 
even a few on this page. Ribbit.) 

Whatever the heck a Publix is. 

At least three Townies had their 
lanyard badges pulled 

off their necks by seagulls. 
(At least one seagull made 
it back to the hotel, took Tim 
Lott’s CE course and went on 
to buy a dental practice.)

Fun Times in Florida
Even before we launched men to the moon looking for cheese (or 

whatever), people eyed the heavens wondering if life existed beyond Earth. 
Whoever doubts that distant alien worlds are habitable—toxic air! extreme 
temperatures! immense storms!—obviously never spent time in Florida. 

Seriously, it’s like practicing for the netherworld (which explains why so many 
old folks want to move there—preparation is everything). And what were we 
prepared for when we moved Townie Meeting to Orlando, Florida, for the first 
time in the meeting’s history?! Not any of the following ...
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